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Look Ma, No Nails
Thinking about joining
the OFA? Visit
www.ontariofarriers.ca
/member-registration/

OFA Member Dan Corkery fitting a
handmade aluminum onion heel center
barshoe. The horse has inflammation in the
navicular region, and is sensitive to thumb
pressure on the medial side of the frog approximately 2cm behind the apex.
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President’s Message
As 2020 is coming to an end we look back on a year unlike anything we have faced before. Instead of calendars filled with clinics and contests we have had a year filled with
constant change and uncertainty. This has not been an easy year for anyone. Luckily for
us, we are farriers; resilient and stubborn we carry on.
As an industry we are extremely fortunate to continue to work. Through our organization, and willingness to adapt to the governing bodies’ requirements, we have been able
to continue to provide our essential service. Heading into 2021 we are not likely to see a
drastic change, but we will continue to adapt as we move forward. We will do our best to
be a voice for Ontario’s farriers and to contribute to continuing education.

Ontario Farriers Association
Have something you want
to share? We take member submissions!
Have a product you want

to advertise? Contact us
for advertising prices

We have many exciting projects planned for 2021. We are developing the framework for
our mentorship program, launching a series of short educational videos, and building
strong relationships with our industry partners. We will be working in cooperation with
the Ontario Animal Health Network to release a quarterly industry survey which will
provide insight on industry conditions.
The OFA is the voice of farriers and trimmers across Ontario. If you are struggling with
injury, illness, or you find yourself in need, please reach out.
“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.”
- Michael Jordan
We are all in this together!
Mike Mehak CF
Stoney Creek, ON

Vice President’s Message
We made history in the OFA this year with a board made up of 78% women! We’ve
seen a shift in the industry, with more and more women attending horseshoeing school,
beginning apprenticeships, and starting their own practices — and I’m so excited to see
that reflected in our local association. What’s more, the sheer number of new farriers in
Ontario is exciting and inspiring. In an effort to help those interested in this industry get
a solid start, we’re implementing a mentorship program where we can match interested
candidates with experienced and vetted mentors. We’re looking forward to rolling out
this program as it becomes safe to do so.
2021 will be my third year on the OFA board, and my first as VP. I’m so excited for what
the next year has in store and to work together with this group of focused, motivated
farriers.

Jess Paveley
Carleton Place, ON
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Thinking about joining
the OFA? Visit
www.ontariofarriers.ca
/member-registration/

Say Hello to the Brand New Board
Welcome and congratulations to your new 2020/21 OFA Board of Directors:
President: Mike Mehak CF*
Vice President: Jess Paveley*
Secretary: Michelle Seberras*
Treasurer: Mark Struthers CF
Director: Ali Carpenter
Director: Erika Prus
Director: Sara Vanderpol CJF*
Director: Wendy Wood CF*
Director: Kayla Christopherson*

(647) 227-9604
(613) 875-1439
(416) 831-9379
(613) 229-4826
(613) 207-0112
(613) 315-0457
(226)821-0989
(519)831-6744
(519)362-3500

president@ontariofarriers.ca
VP@ontariofarriers.ca
secretary@ontariofarriers.ca
treasurer@ontariofarrers.ca
Ali@ontariofarriers.ca
Erika@ontariofarriers.ca
Sara@ontariofarriers.ca
Wendy@ontariofarriers.ca
Kayla@ontariofarriers.ca

*Indicates a new position or board member
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Meet The Board
President
Name: Mike Mehak CF
Current City : Stoney Creek
Home Town : Pickering
Favorite discipline to shoe: Hunter Jumper
Favourite shoe: Kerkhaert SSP
Fun Fact: my hobby is spending money on new hobbies and shortly
abandoning them for something else
Mentor: Peter Ayranto

Vice President
Name: Jess Paveley
Business: Hufeisen Shoeing Company
School: Kentucky Horseshoeing School, 2009
Home base: Carleton Place, Ontario
Favourite shoe: Kerckhaert DF

Countries I’ve shod horses in: Canada, USA, Germany, Barbados

Treasurer
Name: Mark Struthers CF
Business Name: Synergy Farm & Forge
OFA Board Position: Treasurer
Years on OFA Board: 4th
Home Town: Ashton (Ottawa) Ontario
Shoeing Specialty: Hunters / Jumpers
Areas services: Ottawa, GTA, Montreal
Year established: 2003
Mentor: Terry Osborne CJF, Tommy Macfarlane

Secretary
Name: Michelle Victoria Seberras
Company: Mountain Oak Farriers
OFA Board Position: Secretary
Number Of Years on Board: First Year
Hometown: Etobicoke
Shoeing Speciality: Hunters/Jumpers
Favourite Shoe: Billy Crothers UK handmade or Kerkheart DF
Established: 2006
Areas Serviced: GTA and surrounding area
Mentor: Katy Hambrook DVM
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Director
Name: Wendy Wood CF
OFA Board Position: Director
Hometown: Fergus
Areas Services: Centre Wellington, Toronto Zoo, Donkey Sanctuary of Canada
Year Established: 2009
Mentor: Sean Elliott
Favourite Drink: Rye and coke ;)

Director
Name: Kayla Christopherson
OFA Board Position: Director
Years on OFA Board: First
Home Town: Guelph, Ontario
School attended: Cornell
Year established: 2019
Mentor: Wendy Wood
Favourite drink: XL Coffee!

Director
Name: Ali Carpenter
Business name: Invictus Farrier Services
OFA board position: Two-year director
Current city: Guelph, Ontario
Hometown: Alfred, Ontario
Favorite discipline to shoe: a well enjoyed horse
Favorite shoe: Kahn certifiers with drawn clips
Favorite size to shoe: 1 - 3
Mentors: Felix Marion, Mike Smith, Brian Mullins. Variety is
the spice of life!

Director
Name: Sara Vanderpol CJF
Business: Warrior Horseshoeing
Board Position: Director
Hometown: Drayton
Established: 2011
Disciplines: Hunter/ jumper, dressage, trail, backyard
Countries I’ve nail shoes on horses in: Canada, USA, UK, Mexico
Shoeing moment I will never forget: First time competing on
team Canada in Stoneleigh

Director
Name: Erika Prus
Business: Capital Shoeing Company
Years on OFA Board: 2
Board Position: Director
Hometown: Carleton Place, ON
Year Established: 2016
Favourite Shoe: One that fits!
Favourite Drink: Large Iced Coffee (especially when getting it
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Auction Time!
Tommy Macfarlane has
generously donated this
handmade sleigh with
steel runners for auction.

We will be auctioning this
off just in time for Christmas. This will be an
online auction open to
anyone wanting to bid.
Visit us on Facebook, Instagram, or at
www.ontariofarriers.ca for

all the details.
Bidding starts November
15 and runs through to
December 15, 2020, 8 PM.
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It’s Snowtime!
In conversation with Mark Struthers.

What I use, and why:
Kerkhaert Rim Snow Pads - Clear Polyurethane
They are a great shape, wide enough for 25mm shoes, soft enough to fit without gaps and durable enough to be reset all winter.

Electrogalvanized Roofing Nails
They are readily available. The tip is sharp enough to press through the pad without drilling. In the spring you can grind the
head off the nail and leave the shank in the shoe, so you don’t have an unsightly hole.
Sound Horse Farrier Sheers
They cut almost any material smoothly and comfortably, without pinching your fingers.

Step 1: Select the right size snow pad

Step 2: Put the pad against the up-

for the shoe (size medium is almost

side-down shoe and cut out the clips

$2 less per pair of pads so I try to use

leaving as small a gap as possible.

them as often as I can).

Kerckhaert pads have a reference

DF Size 2 and down - Kerckhaert Me-

line for a 25mm or 22mm shoe.

dium
DF Size 3 and up - Kerchhaert Large

Step 3: Rivet the pad to the shoe

Step 4: With the shoe upsidedown trim excess pad from quarters and as you move around the
heels the pad should be cut towards the toe nail hole of their respective side so as not to cover the
frog.
Use your expander wheel to grind
the pad and shoe simultaneously
for a perfect fit.

making sure to keep the rim tight
against the toe and push the pad out
into the quarters.
Only cut the heels of the pad if necessary to rivet (because they are
overlapping).
If you are applying snow pads to a
new shoe, rivet them before you
grind the foot surface of the shoe .
Step 5: Nail on!

Pro Tip: Countersink your rivets with your 5/16”
bit and cut the rivet flush with the shoe for a
neat and tidy look
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Rebranding Contest
OFA is Rebranding
Time for a logo update!
The OFA is hosting a competition to create a new

logo! Submissions will be accepted until Dec 15 2020. The
OFA board will pick Approx 5 of our favourites and offer

OFA Current Logo
approximately 2012-current

them to the membership to vote!

The creator of the winning submission will receive a free
OFA hoodie branded with the new logo and a 2021 OFA
membership!

Voting will be open Dec 16-21 2020. Although a vector file
is preferred logos will be accepted in any format includ-

OFA Original Logo
1980-2012

ing hand drawn. Please send any questions and submissions to info@ontariofarriers.ca
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Changing Times, A Lone Wolf Finds Her Pack
Some time ago, in a barn far away, I once heard a farrier boastfully describe himself as a “Lone Wolf”- said it was necessary for farriers
to keep to themselves, and to view each other as competition for business. As a youngster, the sentiment of his statement was not lost
on me. Shoeing horses, it seemed, was a job for people who keep to themselves- for introverts, and misunderstood souls who communicate mystically well with horses, but not so well with other people.

Well, I am dismayed to report that, after a few years in the industry, I have yet to have a horse dig into its pockets for my pay, or rebook
its appointment six weeks from the day.

I have yet to answer my phone and hear a horse on the other line ask if they can recommend me to their neighbour, whose daughter is just getting into horses.

I have yet to see a horse bring me homemade cookies, or a slice of fresh cake, or a latte
made with exactly the right amount of sugar to enjoy while I work.

I have yet to see a horse split up the horses in another farrier's book to keep everyone
on schedule as that farrier recovers from emergency surgery,
and to insist that the recovering farrier should receive the
money.

So, as it turns out, we farriers aren't Lone Wolves by default.
We are successful as individual businesses because of our relationships with our (two-legged) clients. And we are successful
as an industry because of our relationships with each other.

We tack on lost shoes for one another. We drive out of our
way to deliver tappers to each other when the last one in another farrier's rig just snapped. We gather on our days off to
attend clinics and share case studies and discuss theory; and to
forge late into the night in each other's shops- because everyone knows forging together beats forging alone. We call each
other when we pass a familiar rig on the highway. We share
interesting feet and interesting dilemmas on social media, on
groups our clients can't access, so that we can be frank with
one another.

The lone wolf concept is a misnomer. Wolves travel in packs.
Especially now, at a time when we must stay apart and avoid
large gatherings, we must find ways to stay connected.
Stay safe out there, farriers.
Kayla Christopherson
Guelph, Ontario
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“ farriers aren't lone
wolves by default”

Ontario Farriers Association

2020 Award Results
Lifetime Achievement
Tim Koelln, CJF FE
•Recognizes and Honours an OFA member
farrier who has made lasting and worthwhile
contributions over his/her lifetime to the
Farrier industry, and/or shod horses at the
highest level of their respected discipline, and/
or successfully competed at the highest level of
Farrier competition.

Have something you want
to share? We take member submissions!
Have a product you want
to advertise? Contact us
for advertising prices

Top Contributor Award
Cathy Lesperance, APF-1
•Recognizes and honours an OFA member
farrier who continues to contribute time, effort
and resources into the betterment of the OFA
and the Farrier industry as a whole.

Jim Smith Award
Mike Mehak, CF
•Recognizes and honours a young farrier
(under 40) who shows outstanding
commitment to education and furthering
farrier industry excellence.

Thinking about joining
the OFA? Visit
www.ontariofarriers.ca
/member-registration/

Top Contributor (NonFarrier) 2020
Cynthia Roy, Maréchalerie Bromont
•Recognizes and Honours an OFA member
Non-Farrier who continues to contribute time,
effort and resources into the betterment of the
OFA and the Farrier industry as a whole.
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Selling Success
To be a successful farrier with your
own practice, you need to be a
salesman. What many people
don’t realize is there are many
ways to be a salesman.
The word salesman often brings
up cringeworthy visions of a used
car salesman. The horse world has
no shortage of farriers like that.
The absolute worst way to build a
lasting business is by selling false
promises and tearing down others.
While it might be tempting to the
naive, someone who has been doing this 30 years shouldn’t need to
be operating that way and if they
are, they need to examine the reason for their high client turnover.
To be good at the sales aspect of
the business we need to appreciate
what we are selling. While we often have the notion that it’s selling
sparkling hand made shoes on polished feet, that’s rarely the case.
This is a service based industry
and we are selling a service. You
can make the nicest shoes in the
world but if you can’t return a
phone call the clients will call
someone else.
The biggest complaint from new
barns is, “We just couldn’t get hold
of him”. Sometimes down the line
they admit the last guy would

lame horses constantly and they
couldn’t ride for days after they
were done, yet they fired them
over poor communication.
In my opinion there’s two things
you need to sell to your clients.
Most importantly is that you are
there for them. If the horse isn’t
going right you will work with
them and listen to their concerns.
They can depend on you to be part
of the team, work with their vet,
watch horses go and address their
concerns. No, this doesn’t mean be
on call 24/7, just make sure they
know they can talk to you. Be approachable.
Second, you need to sell that
you’re a hoof expert. When it
comes to feet, you know more
than anyone in their circle. This is
why they hired you. It doesn’t
mean you need to be arrogant. It
means when they have a question,
answer with an explanation suitable to their knowledge level and
make sure they understand. If you
don’t know, tell them you will find
out and get back to them. When
they ask why you use toe clips instead of side clips, explain what
clips do. Explain the difference
between toe clips and side clips
and give a reason for the choice
you made. They might not retain

any of this, however they will stop
second guessing you over the
opinion of their coach, vet or the
nosey barn lady who needs to keep
her opinion to herself.
I want my clients to be able to approach me with any hoof related
questions. I want them to ask me
those questions, not Google. A
well educated client is far less dangerous than a miseducated client.
Sell yourself as a great service provider and you will always be busy.
Your service will sell itself. Guaranteed. If you are selling the latest
gimmick, false promises and tearing everyone down, you will be
working at selling your entire career.

Mike Mehak
Stoney Creek, ON.

“When it comes to feet, you know more than anyone in
their circle. This is why they hired you.”
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Farrier Rig Showcase
OFA Farrier Rig - Cathy Lesperance APF
Trailer manufacturer- 4 Star Trailers
Trailer model year-2017
Trailer dimensions- 10’ x 7’ + goose neck
Interior manufacturer- Bayhorse NY
Interior year installed- 2019
Trailer cost- $26,000

Every week I clean my trailer. I have a little Power Vac, so I can vacuum wherever in tough places then switch it to the blower and blow it
out. I clean the aluminum surfaces with baking soda and a mixture of
water and vinegar. This idea I got from Tristan Miles.

Interior cost- $18,000
Would you recommend the trailer brand and why? - My husband is a trailer mechanic, and he works on large trailers made for moving massive amounts of animal feed.
Rene was impressed with the quality of build of the 4 star trailers. I hold his opinion in
high regard.
Would you recommend the interior manufacturer? I would definitely recommend
Bay Horse. They have years of experience, and excellent customer service. They do quality work and are extremely knowledgeable.

Do you work with a helper or second farrier regularly? - Yes
Discipline of horses shod? - Hunters, Jumpers & Eventers
What percentage of the horses you service wear shoes? About 98%
What do you like / what’s special about the trailer (anything cool you cannot see in pictures)? - I like that the trailer
puts weight in the bed of my truck. In the winter, if the weather is bad, I have good traction but I also have 4 wheel drive and
4 Blizzak tires on. I like the auto fill propane that is underneath the goose neck. Filling is easy and I do not have to disconnect tanks and heave them in and out of the trailer. Most of all I like working inside, out of the elements. I like being organized too.
What would you change next time? - Maybe a system for keeping my phone and batteries warm in the winter. I tried a
heating pad but it would continuously turn off. Dewalt batteries are terrible for charging when they’re cold. My Bosch batteries do well though.

This step was my husband’s
idea and design and he also
built and installed it.

I like this sanding belt system for sharpening my
knives. This idea I got from
Jason Thomson.
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This holder for the block
that sits under the Jack for
my trailer is ingenious.
Again Rene’s idea and
design.

I like having this tilted container
for oil, to dip the end of my tap in.

(Unsolicited) Product Review—MFC Pull-off
Manufacturer Write Up:
The MFC shoe pull-offs are made of H-13 steel blades with a stainless steel
handle. These pull-offs are designed to easily pull shoes and then make
quick work of your nail. All MFC shoe pull-offs come with a six month
guarantee to be free of defects.
MFC Tools is owned by Purcell Farrier Supply of Purcell Ok. Purcell Farrier Supply also owns Jim Keith Tools.
Mark’s Opinion:
I have been using the 14” version of the MFC pull-offs for over 5 years. I
originally bought the tool because it appeared well made compared to the
other chunky / blocky shoe pullers that many people typically use. ApPictured after 5 years of daily use
pearances were not deceiving and the 14” tool did not disappoint! Then
things got even better....I was setting up a new farrier shop was accidentally sent the 12” MFC shoe puller because the supplier was out of stock of the 14”. People who know me, know that
once I find something I like I am slow to change but I started to use the 12” version out of necessity and loved them!
These feel like a precision tool and more than once someone has mistaken them for nippers. They do not rust, they
do not seize and after several years of use the blades are still sharp. They cut nails with the ease of a nail cutter,
straight across and very close to the hoof wall, setting up for beautiful clinches.
The only down side is the cost, at $250.00 CAD + they are an expensive shoe pull-off option and the 12” isn’t a regularly stocked item at all farrier supply stores. However, I think the extra cost is well worth it.

Pros:

Cons:

•

Smooth action

•

High cost

•

Do not rust

•

•

Hinge does not seize if
unused

Does not have teeth on
back of tool to spread
shoes

•

Great nail cutter

•

Two sizes available

Rating:
Appearance: 5/5
Quality: 5/5
Longevity: 5/5
Value : 3/5

Overall: 4.5/5

Available for purchase at Professional Farrier Supply, Maréchalerie Bromont, and System Equine.

“These feel like a precision tool and more than once someone has mistaken them for nippers”
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